
How to Share Versogen News on Twitter

Here are some examples of tweets. The goal is to drive engagement on your tweets. This will ultimately build
greater brand awareness for Versogen.

These examples also demonstrate using @mentions and hashtags to improve your visibility and reach.

Example 1: News Article

Thank you to @krobUD of @UDelaware for the feature on Versogen in the UDaily. Read the article to learn
about our history and strong ties to #UDel and #Delaware.
https://udel.edu/udaily/2021/april/ud-startup-versogen-green-energy-hydrogen/

#scienceandenvironment #greenhydrogen #carbonneutral #energy #innovation  #climatechange

Example 2: Press Release

Please join us in welcoming two mechanical engineers, Lisa Dunsmore, Ph.D., and Felipe Mojica, M.S., to
our multidisciplinary #team. The new #engineers will design and build our first 1 kW AEM #electrolyzer to
produce #greenhydrogen at scale. #netDE

https://versogen.com/versogen-adds-two-mechanical-engineers-to-a-growing-team/

Example 3: Events

We are honored to be selected as a finalist for the Startup 302 pitch competition. Join us at the free
virtual event this Thursday, April 29, at 9 am.

@choosedelaware @DE_Innovates @udhorn #netde #Delaware #startup #entrepreneurship #innovation

Note: this is a Quote Retweet of Technical.ly Delaware’s post

Example 4: Articles - Versogen News

The path to a #sustainable energy future depends on #GreenHydrogen. Learn what our participation in the
@Shell_US and @InnovateNREL program means as we work towards a lower-carbon future.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qf9i2vBLHWg&t=5s
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Example 5: Articles - Industry News

Electrochemistry provides an opportunity to replace fossil fuels with lower-cost #renewableelectricity,
offering solutions for some of the hardest-to-decarbonize sectors. Read more @GreenBiz

https://greenbiz.com/article/water-bottle-made-air-and-other-wonders-electrochemistry

Hashtags 101

Hashtags provide searchable labels to help Twitter users find relevant content. You can type hashtags into the
search field to view activity for select hashtags. Using them well can boost your post’s visibility beyond just your
connections.

● Keep it to 2-3per post and make sure the hashtags are relevant to what you’re posting
● Use recommended industry-related hashtags, including:

○ #greenhydrogen
○ #renewableenergy
○ #cleantech
○ #climatechange
○ #decarbonization
○ #energy
○ #sustainableenergy
○ #sustainability
○ #netzero2050
○ #innovation
○ #hydrogen
○ #hydrogennow

● Include location-specific hashtags if relevant (i.e. #delaware, #netDE)
● Watch for misspellings and adding symbols or spaces - this will break the link

Educating Your Audience

Look for opportunities to educate your audience about green hydrogen, renewable energy, electrolyzer technology,
etc. by sharing relevant industry articles or news.

Connect with Industry Thought Leaders

Highlighting industry news is also an opportunity to build relationships with key industry leaders and media
influencers. Did you read an interesting article? Look for the writer on Twitter and tag him/her when you tweet
about the article.
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